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Acknowledging Our Strengths in Mental Health &/or Addiction Recovery
Strength
By Kayleigh Hilborn

I find it challenging to acknowledge my strengths – though it is much bigger than that. There is something about looking at
myself with kindness and compassion, and coming from a positive space that still makes me uncomfortable. This is something that I actively work on, and that is what I am aiming to do here.
So, how do I recognize and acknowledge my strengths and how they have helped me?
I take a deep breath, and I take another.
I think about what I have done to get to where I am today.
I have narrowed things down, and I have decided that I would just highlight two of the things that have been most helpful.
I would say that I have a lot of determination. I continue to get back up, time and time again. Every time I fall or that something doesn’t quite go as planned, I get up. I might take some time, catch my breath, see what I can learn from the situation, but I get back up and I try again. I push for what I want and fight for what I believe in – sometimes that is even myself.
I can see vulnerability as a strength now – this was definitely not always the case. Being vulnerable can be incredibly
scary, and it has also lead to some amazing growth, beautiful relationships and a better relationship with myself. It took a
long time to get here.
If I let myself stop and think about it from a very compassionate place, I can acknowledge that I am the person I am today
because of all the things I have felt, thought and lived, not just in spite of them.
It took a lot of work, time, effort, and energy to accept that my life did not unfold how I had expected or assumed that it
would, that I cannot control everything, that sometimes I need some extra help and that all of that is totally okay.

No matter what kind of challenges or difficulties or painful situations you go
through in your life, we all have something deep within us that we can reach
down and find the inner strength to get
through them.

A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the
strength to persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles.
Christopher Reeve

Alana Stewart
Where there is no struggle, there is no
strength.
Oprah Winfrey

Having a superpower has nothing to do with the
ability to fly or jump, or superhuman strength.
The truest superpowers are the ones we all possess: willpower, integrity, and most importantly,
courage.
Jason Reynolds
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Don’t Ask Me Why?
By Maria Hamilton

My freedom is a strength
I see you try with ALL
your might to be-little
my intent to rise
My strength is a freedom
I take. Flight under
No disguise
No matter how hard you
try I see you so determined
to clip my wings given
to survive

My strength is a freedom
You seem so fright-ened
When I try
To fly you balk waiting
To see me fall from
Its grace.
So you’ll laugh what a
Dis-grace??
My strength is a freedom
Not taken for granted
So I sing loud and proud
Head held high as you
Wonder and ask me why
I soar the Great open
Sky?
My freedom is a strength
I didn’t just stumble by
So I could answer your
Question now but don’t
Ask why?

My strength is a freedom
You’ve tried to kill
Cage and prison
You take my strength
As arrogance my
Backbone because I
I dance to my own
Song you swear there
Must be something wrong
My strength is a freedom
Now when you try to
Rob me of my long
Fought for treasure
ALL I can do is sigh
And wonder why?
My strength is Now
My ONLY freedom
From your judgemental eye
I hear the whispers
Finger’s wage as I swag
My strength is a freedom

Now you want to buy
Not For Sale
So you drive by

Although my scars
I can no longer hide
Nor its toll or time
It’s taken on my
Heart Soul and Mind
My strength is a freedom
With all the attempts
I’ve made to break
Your chain links in time
All mine this strength
I tell my mind
Still you treat me like a
Thief in the night
Somehow not worthy?
It did not come free
My freedom I did not
Steal from you the truth
I speak
Yet it’s all you seem
To feel some way I’m just
Not real
My strength is my only
Freedom from
Me myself and I
So when you ask me
Why How When or Will
I
My answer is my
Freedom is the strength
I have needed to
ALWAYS GET BACK
UP AND TRY

My strength is a freedom
So maybe I’m able to thrive
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Untitled
By Samantha Smith
Finally, No more hoping, wondering or worrying about what’s lurking next to come...
or where I might have left to hide run...To hideaway from the promising troubles of yesterday...

No lie! Yep! Sometimes I miss the old days where I partied these sorrows away each and every day... Smoke and drank the stress
away... Until they just returned to the surface with each passing day.
Again and again repeating this pattern until the pain weighed me down too much...
Until all I could do to get through was get higher and higher off the street drugs.
No strength left, Head in my hands, I’m fed up, so here I sit and cry, the tears fall faster and fuller as I struggle to pick my broken
pieces up off the floor...knowing well enough I didn’t have enough strength to carry this broken burden. So farther and further I slip
into this despair until I swear I can take no more and am left crumbled, a shattered mess upon this floor.
So ABSOLUTELY angry … I cursed and I swore!
At those who still claimed to say they loved me, even though they knew my heart alas was only sore... And to the gods even if
they’re not
real... Just to have someone else to blame for all the insecurities, fears and pain that caused my world to come crashing down.
Stuck in this shameful dream that once simply seemed so surreal.
I'd do anything and everything to do what I could,
Just to ease the pain of the boulders; so promisingly weighing down my shoulders,

Perhaps pass the problematic equation onto another?
Because clear it is; That they could bear it much better than I,
For they seemed stronger with every encouraging word they relayed onto me...
But OH, Was I wrong.
No one is better than anyone.
In this world of WAR we are all but EQUAL
For every given strength may one contain there is but hidden weakness, Demons that lie underneath it all, disguises themselves
well, but no matter how many demons...
One or hundreds or thousands: They just dare not to tell
Which means to me....
We seem to all be here together, Stuck in this Living HELL
But we stand strong to battle our similar yet definitely different demons,
And with each defeat no matter how it’s measured or how Memorial it may be, We can pave a new path, A path to heal.
For all wisdom is; Is growing from a painful memory, moment or past.

(Continued on next page)
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(Untitled by Samantha Smith
Continued from previous page)
So Stop to Smile today...
For you and I; We; are making it along on our way!
To the other side of Life ... Where the grass is Indeed greener.
The air breathes cleaner
To where we can be allowed to be our very own keeper,
Nothing is more triumphant than finding one’s own strength, To Cope

Without the aid of alcohol or dope...
when we muster the strength to get there
we will in fact know life is required to live day by day.
One day at a time; Where yesterday’s bouquet of sorrows and the promising worries of an un-promised tomorrow, Can no longer act
as a hurdle to stand in the way...
Of the sense of pride we are allowed to hold deep within ourselves even if it just supports us for a fraction of the day.
Because, You see, All we have is the present, The current moment we exist in.
Please! beg of you! To pry open your best efforts in always remembering that simple fact,
Be weary Not, alas instead as mindful as you may muster...
For this is the last moment upon which your soul could ever leave a defying impression, For this moment is happening Now, don’t
tread lightly as now is the best opportunity to leave a forever fossil, as once this moment is passed, That’s it, That’s all, It’s gone and
there’s no going back.

Life
By Ron Francis
I am always taking one hour of recovery at a time. Memories are
tough, good and bad. Sometimes you are one step from going to the
hospital. Winston Churchill called bipolar the Black Dog. I agree. He
also said never, never, never give up. He could have meant WW II.
Not sure.
A life is too precious to lose. Time. Time. It can get better. Please
follow your dreams. You only go around once.
Bipolar II: rapid cycling happy sad depressed suicidal. One hour
seems like a day.
I am old-school. I know how to treat a woman. I am a dog —loyal. I
am also adventurous. Fun to be with and witty. I am old but feel and
look young. I am also SMART, sometimes too smart for my own
good.
It’s good to have friends. Ohh ya! Life is short. Time is precious. USE
IT WISELY. Nurture friendships.
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SHaPs
By Patrick Wick

I can acknowledge my strengths to you even though it is unlike me to do so.
I have broad shoulders and soft wings
I have strong legs and feet
I have a kind face and voice, and a gentle ear,
I am “SHAPS,” the personification of Self Help & Peer Support.
My shoulders are broad to hoist you up, my wings
are soft to carry you gently and set you down easy.
Above and beyond this, I listen to you carefully and I hear you.
And this is my greatest strength!
I am SHAPS from Self Help & Peer Support
[Insert name here]

SHaPs by Skylar Collins
Acknowledging Our Strengths
By Patrick Wick

Would that I could acknowledge my strengths! I am not unlike the volunteer. The fruits of his labour are priceless precisely because
he has laboured without compensation. My strengths are also gifted to humanity though not always well received. I give the very
limits of the expression of sensitivity; something that society can then aspire to, and appreciate and understand.

I suffer from bipolar disorder; I have had very elevated moods and very depressed
moods; times when my mind races without the ability to slow down. And times when it
took an exceedingly great effort just to get out of bed. I was treated for this and very
smart people thought to understand it. This was my gift to humanity; to be the standard
of human experience that garnered the attention of experts. What that they could learn
about the human condition from so much focused attention?

But alas I do not leave all the work to the Doctors and academics, I too am an expert
on me, and I believe I am strong despite and perhaps even because of my frailty. I face
embarrassment from time to time as I do here now to further the good health of those suffering from mental illness. We seem to all
struggle individually against our lot and somehow it is the collective motivation, brought about by the struggle, that others, I dare say,
see as our greatest strength.

We are strong when we are visible. We are Self Help & Peer Support.
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Strength
By Tom Moull

A thoughtful man once said: “Our strength grows out of our weaknesses” (Ralph Waldo Emerson, a
philosopher and writer in the 19th century). In the time that I’ve been associated with Self Help I’ve seen
my recovery journey move forward, move sideways, up, down and even backwards when I least expected
it! Life will set down roadblocks in front of you and it can be perplexing as to how to jump over them. If I
were to characterize these recovery side steps as ‘weaknesses’ or ‘struggles’, then learning how to be resilient is certainly a ‘strength’. The ability to bounce back by patiently navigating your pathway through the
hardships and pessimism is, in fact, developing you strengths!
Easier said than done? Perhaps, but for me one of my greatest strengths is the ability to BELIEVE. Believe in yourself and acknowledge the strengths you have regardless of how big or small they may appear
to you. Believe that your strengths will evolve from your struggles – each time you ‘fail’, your struggles
make you stronger and more resilient.

Here’s a message from a person you might reconize: “Strength
does not come from winning. Your struggles develop your
strengths. When you go through hardships and decide not
to surrender, that is strength.” (Arnold Schwarzenegger) . So
for him, not giving up in the face of adversity makes you a stronger person …. Keep repeating that cycle to build up your stamina.
Finally, I always remember that it’s a strength to be my own leader, not a follower. My path is my own, unique in every way, but
mapped out by understanding how others navigate their
route. That is a testament to peer support. A strength is to develop your own pathway. Emerson also once said: “Do not go
where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path
and leave a trail.”

The Man in the Arena
It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to
the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and
blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because
there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do
the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in
a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement,
and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place
shall never be with those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.
Theodore Roosevelt
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Process
By Skylar Collins
I speak in collages and think in venn diagrams
Most days I don't know who or what I am
But I'm trying
Dear god am I trying

Trying to remember who I was and create who I am
Trying to separate the intrusions from the reality I live in
And give myself the space to breathe and exist in the moment
Mindfulness they call it
A struggle I call it
But it's my struggle
And no matter the voices or the pain
No matter the confusion and the word vomit
No matter the inability to remember or the pain of forgetting
I'm here and I'm trying
So to hell with the diagrams and visual imagery

Sifting through them is part of the process
So let's process things as they come
Even if it's moments or years later
We have a system in place
One with holes and missing pieces
But as they say duct tape fixes everything right?
So I'll patch myself up with duct tape while I learn to fix myself in the long run
Then maybe those venn diagrams and collages will become pie charts and scrapbooks
Or maybe they won't

Who knows?
I don't but the only way to know is to try

If the only thing people learned was not to be afraid of their
experience, that alone would change the world.
Sydney Banks
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M Stands for Strength in My Recovery
By Meghan Shuebrook
Mindfulness
Learning to observe my experience, as it is in this very moment,
allows me to create space between my true self and the symptoms
of my illness so that I am regularly in tune with the fact that I am so
much more than my illness. Paying attention to my thoughts with
mindful awareness allows me to recognize when I’m falling into the
thinking traps so common with depression and anxiety, so that I
can then challenge these patterns with more helpful coping statements. The self-compassion so integral to mindfulness allows me
to be a good friend to myself, going gently and nonjudgementally
through the inevitable rough patches of life.
Motherhood
Becoming a mother twenty years ago has allowed me countless
opportunities to learn what it means to nurture someone through
life’s ups and downs. In turn, I can practice this nurture on myself,
loving myself in unconditional ways.

Recovery does not happen to
heroes through some secret
fortitude of the heart.

Meaningful Work
Being a peer support worker for the past six years has allowed me
to pursue a path of recovery through supporting others. This work
feeds me, literally and spiritually, and I am so grateful for it!
Music
I’m a singer, and belong to a group that gets together weekly for
friendship and song. Soul food, to be sure!
Medication
Although not for everyone —and ineffective for some — I have had
the good fortune of finding an optimal balance of medication in
managing my symptoms. It took four years of trying different medications in different combinations, and the skilled support of both
my family physician and a hospital psychiatrist, to come up with
what I take currently. Our persistence paid off. I have the benefit of
what feels to be a stable baseline of neurotransmitters, onto which
I layer my non-pharmacological efforts.

It happens for ordinary people
like me and you who, upon
awakening, swing our feet
over the edge of the bed and
stand up. We stand up and
look the day squarely in the
face knowing that today will
not bring total cure or total
relief from our pain.
It means rather than despairing in the face of our pain, we
seize the day with a fierce
determination that only
survivors know.
~Patricia Deegan~
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About Us
Self Help and Peer Support Services

Self Help & Peer Support
Locations
CAMBRIDGE
9 Wellington Street
Cambridge, ON N1R 3Y4
519-623-6024
GUELPH
147 Wyndham St. North
Suite 207
Guelph, ON N1H 4E9

Entrepreneurship

Community Liaison

The Entrepreneurship Facilitator offers
support to individuals who have
experience with the mental health and/
or addiction system and are interested
in self employment or starting their
own business.

This position is responsible for
connecting with those who experience
mental health and/or addiction issues
who may not be connected to the
formal mental health system and/or
peer support services.

Centre for Excellence in Peer
Support
Self Help and Peer Support envisions
that peer roles will exist within every
juncture of the mental health and
addiction system. Self Help Alliance is
a peer driven service that is best
suited for providing the system with
support in this area.

Spark of Brilliance
This program provides opportunities
for people living with mental health
and addiction issues and their
supportive allies to experience the
expressive arts, within a supportive,
understanding, community based
environment.

Beautiful Minds
Beautiful Minds works to change the way mental illness is viewed by society by changing
the negative perceptions that many people have about mental health. We strive to inform
high school students through an educational presentation about the importance of mental
health in everyone’s life and let young people know that they are not alone, by inviting volunteer speakers with lived experience to share their stories of recovery.

519-763-4014

Write to the Editor
KITCHENER
67 King Street East
Kitchener, ON N2G 2K4
519-570-4595

We Want to Hear From You!

WEBSITE

Send along your articles, images, letters to the editor, comments or views about
topics in this newsletter or other topics related to the mental health and addiction
system.

cmhawwselfhelp.ca

Please note that any items submitted may be edited for space
and other needs of the “Changing Lives” Newsletter.

Please send your items to:
c/o Self Help and Peer Support, Newsletter Editor

Self Help & Peer Support

67 King Street East, Kitchener ON N2G 2K4
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